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Multiple intra-cellular signalling pathways rely on calcium and 30–50 cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP) to act as secondary messengers. This is especially true in cardi-
omyocytes which act as the force-producing units of the cardiac muscle and are required
to react rapidly to environmental stimuli. The specificity of functional responses within
cardiomyocytes and other cell types is produced by the organellar compartmentation of
both calcium and cAMP. In this review, we assess the role of molecular localisation and
relative contribution of active and passive processes in producing compartmentation.
Active processes comprise the creation and destruction of signals, whereas passive pro-
cesses comprise the release or sequestration of signals. Cardiomyocytes display a highly
articulated membrane structure which displays significant cell-to-cell variability. Special
attention is paid to the way in which cell membrane caveolae and the transverse-axial
tubule system allow molecular localisation. We explore the effects of cell maturation,
pathology and regional differences in the organisation of these processes. The subject of
signal compartmentation has had a significant amount of attention within the cardiovas-
cular field and has undergone a revolution over the past two decades. Advances in the
area have been driven by molecular imaging using fluorescent dyes and genetically
encoded constructs based upon fluorescent proteins. We also explore the use of scan-
ning probe microscopy in the area. These techniques allow the analysis of molecular
compartmentation within specific organellar compartments which gives researchers an
entirely new perspective.

Introduction
It is now widely accepted that in order to mediate cellular responses with specificity a secondary mes-
senger response must be spatiotemporally restricted. These ‘regions’ have widely been referred to as
microdomains in the literature [1] encapsulating the idea that they occur within a micrometre range.
Current data suggests that these domains often operate on the order of nanometres [2].
Intra-cellular signal compartmentation can be defined as the sum of passive or active processes

which restrict messenger molecule transit at a sub-organellar level in order to create functional
specificity.
These processes define cell type behaviour and even specific cellular sub-types. As the isolated car-

diomyocyte is studied as the fundamental unit of force production within the myocardium, these find-
ings may lead to a revision of our understanding of the contribution of these cells to the emergent
function of myocardial contractility. In this review we will describe these phenomena, provide a brief
guide to the methodologies used to investigate them. In this review, we will almost exclusively focus
on the compartmentation of calcium (Ca2+) and the secondary messenger 30–50-cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP). However, we speculate that these processes are germane within cellular
biology and that other signalling processes dependent of the transmission of secondary messenger
molecules would be broadly similar and generally amenable to investigation with the techniques that
we introduce.
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Organellar basis of cardiomyocyte function
The essential role of an adult cardiomyocyte is to contract rhythmically to allow the production of force and
the propulsion of blood [3]. As a result, the cardiomyocytes act as a sophisticated support system for the myofi-
laments which conduct cellular contraction. The contraction of this protein system is defined by the cyclic
modulation of calcium concentrations. Within adult ventricular cardiomyocytes this ‘calcium-handling’ is
largely controlled by the interplay of two membranous organelles, the transverse-axial tubule system (TATS)
and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) [4]. Following an action potential, the voltage gated-L-type calcium chan-
nels (LTCCs) situated mainly within the TATS membrane conduct calcium into the cleft between this organelle
and the SR [3,5]. This increase in calcium concentration induces calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) from
the ryanodine receptors. The elevation of calcium concentration stimulates the movement of the motor proteins
and contracts the cell. This process is then reversed by the rapid re-uptake of calcium back into the SR by the
enzyme SERCA2A, allowing the cell to relax. This process is known as excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) [6].
Adult cardiomyocytes, especially ventricular cardiomyocytes present an extensive TAT system [7]. The trans-

verse element of the TAT is formed by regular invaginations of the external cardiomyocyte membrane, which
are linked inside the cells via axial tubules also referred to as longitudinal elements (see Figure 1) [8]. The
major function of TAT is to ensure the proximity of the external membrane, SR and their respective receptor/
effector panels. Caveolae are 50–100 nm diameter organelles which associate with the TAT and external mem-
branes and incorporate specific sets of receptors and ion channels [9,10]. In neonatal cardiomyocytes and cells
without an extensive TAT system caveolae assume some of the role of T-tubules [11]. Finally, the mitochondria
are also significantly involved with aspects of calcium and cAMP compartmentation in cardiomyocytes [12–16].
Cardiac performance can be adapted to physiological requirements by the activation of beta-adrenergic

receptors (β-AR) [17]. β-AR are members of the G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) family and are stimulated

Figure 1. Diagram detailing the structural changes within cardiomyocytes associated with the progression from a

healthy state to late stage heart failure.

In the healthy (control) cells the sarcolemma presents a highly organised topography, with regularly distributed invaginations

(TTs). TT β2AR generate a highly restricted pool of cAMP upon activation. In the situation of pathology, structural changes

result in receptor redistribution, TT uncoupling from SR and loss of cAMP compartmentation. (Reproduced from

Schobesberger et al. [44]).
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by catecholamines in vivo. β1-AR and β2-AR are classical Gαs coupled GPCR. When bound by a catecholamine
agonist Gαs dissociates from the receptor and activate adenylate cyclase (AC) producing cAMP activating the
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA). PKA modulates cardiac output by phosphorylating ECC proteins.
PKA phosphorylates LTCC in T-tubules and phospholamban (PLB) on the surface of SR. This results in
enhanced CICR which overall has a positive inotropic and lusitropic effect on cardiac performance.
Furthermore, the same event also induces the phosphorylation of the troponin I (TPNI) complex resulting in
decreased myofilament sensitivity to Ca2+ and restricts the inotropic effect [18].

Aspects of organellar signal compartmentation within adult
cardiomyocytes
Molecular localisation
The localisation of receptor and effector molecules is the most fundamental aspect of compartmentation pro-
cesses. The organisation of specific molecular arrays within the TAT can be illustrated by the distinct functional
localisation of β1-AR and β2-AR [19]. In healthy adult ventricular cardiomyocytes β2-AR are exclusively loca-
lised within T-tubules and upon activation generate spatially confined cAMP pools. The cAMP pool generated
following β1-AR stimulation appears to be far-reaching and less compartmentalised. Equally, β2-AR are asso-
ciated with caveolae and the scaffolding protein caveolin-3 (Cav3) [9]. Similar, to β-AR-cAMP signalling, natri-
uretic peptide receptor (NRP)-cGMP signalling is also compartmentalised by the TATS [20]. Two major NRP
isoforms NRP1 and NRP2 activated by atrial (ANP) and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and C-type natriuretic
peptide (CNP), respectively [21]. Activation of both isoforms appears to exhibit a cardioprotective effect by
inducing an anti-arrhythmic and anti-fibrotic effect in hypertrophic cells [22]. The NRP1 is localised in TT
[20] and activation results in a negative inotropic effect on the cells [23]. Like β1-AR, NRP2 is uniformly
expressed throughout the plasma membrane and upon activation produce a far-reaching pool of cGMP [20].
Activation of NRP2 induces both positively lusitropic and negatively inotropic effects on murine ventricular
cells [24,25]. NRP1 is like β2-AR as upon activation the cGMP pools produced are locally confined by an activ-
ity of PDE2 [20].

Passive mechanisms
The TAT and caveolae are organelles produced by the scaffolding of membranes by structural proteins which
produce physical domains [26] which act to conduct signals at the relevant sites within the cell. Equally, TAT,
caveolae and other organelles provide scaffolding which allow efficient molecular interaction within the chaotic
milieu of the cellular interior. The axial components of the TATS appear to handle calcium somewhat differ-
ently to the transverse elements [6]. The reversal of cardiomyocyte contractility requires the re-uptake of
calcium into the SR or the mitochondria (by SERCA2A or the Mito-Ca2+ channel), causing the motor proteins
to relax [3]. The scaffolding of molecules of PKA around in TATS and other organelles by A-kinase anchoring
proteins (AKAPs) allows the rapid phosphorylation of ECC actors [2]. But it also seems to offer the passive
compartmentation of cAMP by PKA buffering [26]. Essentially, the free cAMP is instantaneously bound up by
PKA regulatory sub-units and the stoichiometry of PKA vs ECC molecules means that no physiological effect
is exerted.

Active mechanisms
Organelles incorporate molecules and their effectors to permit large local concentration gradients and therefore
specific physiological effects. Within cardiomyocytes ACs, LTCC and β2-AR are specifically localised in TAT
[26–28]. Caveolae also incorporate a specific panel of molecules including LTCC which specifically associate
with CaMKII [10,29]. These molecular associations allow the activation of the signal to modulate inotropic pro-
cesses. The definitive control of cAMP is performed by phosphodiesterases (PDEs), to destroy cAMP which is
otherwise almost infinitely stable [19]. Inhibition of PDE5 selectively attenuates β2-AR induced contraction and
Ca2+ transient in adult mouse ventricular cardiomyocytes. This effect was attributed to cGMP mediated activa-
tion of PDE2, which restricted β2-AR provoked cAMP pools [30]. We suggest that caveolae and other structural
microdomains incorporate these molecules near to the site where the signal process is initiated and relevant
effector molecules, to exert tight control on these processes. Phosphatases are also reported to be incorporated
in caveolar and cholesterol-dependent microdomains [31]. The proximity of these enzymes and ECC effector
molecules within the organelle ensures that phosphate groups are rapidly and efficiently removed to produce
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cardiomyocyte lusitropy reversing the PKA effect. Calcium and cAMP are produced in large quantities that are
freely diffusible throughout the cell. However, controversy exists regarding the diffusibility of cAMP in situa-
tions of physiological relevance. PDE’s can conduct cAMP by setting up directional concentration gradients by
forming sinks [32]. As well as the processes of calcium transport into the cell, the Na+/Ca2+-exchanger can
extrude calcium from the interior of the cardiomyocyte to restore normal calcium concentrations [33].

The production and deployment of compartmentation
within the myocardium
Neonatal cardiomyocytes are a convenient system in which to study signal compartmentation in the absence of
a mature TAT system. cAMP is still extensively compartmentalised within these cells, predominantly through
the action of PDEs [34]. Although clear regional inhomogeneities exist even after treatment with the non-
selective phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX suggesting a role for passive compartmentation processes. Also, in
contrast with ventricular cells, atrial myocytes from large animals such as dogs have a sparse TAT system, while
atrial cells from small animals such as rats were assumed to lack TAT completely, although this has been chal-
lenged [8]. It appears that in the canine heart there are twice the number of cardiomyocytes containing TT in
right atrium (RA), compared with left atrium (LA) [35]. The regional differences in sarcolemma organisation
are associated with variable physiological needs [36]. The TAT system develops within the maturing cardiomyo-
cyte concordantly with the hypertrophy of the cell. It seems that the expression of proteins such as T-Cap [37],
junctophilin-2 [38] and caveolin-3 [39] allow the production of the TATS by scaffolding tubular elements.
Unfortunately, controversy remains regarding the exact nature of the connection between cell size and the con-
figuration of the TATS. The current dogma is that a larger cell demands a more extensive tubular system to
function which sits uneasily with data concerning species differences, the loss of T-tubules in compensatory
hypertrophy in disease and the lack of correlation between atrial cardiomyocyte size and TAT density (when
excluding very small cells) [40]. We demonstrated intra- chamber variability in LV cardiomyocyte TAT organ-
isation in adult rat cells [41]. Cells derived from the apical LV increased their contractility following β2-AR acti-
vation. Within basal cells β2-AR activity in contractility was prevented by PDE4 activity. We established that
both T-tubule (TT) regularity and caveolar number were lower in apical cells despite being a similar size to
basal cells (see Figure 2).
Mechanical load appears to modulate the TATS and signal compartmentation. Partially unloading the

healthy heart using a heterotopic transplant model reduces the regularity of the TATS and modifies CICR, full
unloading results in the loss of TAT density [42]. This suggests that the workload of the cell and the micro-
environment is significantly important in patterning the relevant TATS of the cardiomyocyte. An increase in
LV wall stress is reported within proximal regions of an infarct. Cardiomyocytes at infarct border zone pre-
sented decreased expression of junctophilin-2, which was associated with dysregulated TATS and decreased
tubular density [36].

Pathology
In situations of pathology, the ventricular myocytes must adapt to produce more contractile force. Under these
conditions the TAT undergoes extensive remodelling [43]. In the rat heart structural and signalling changes are
already observed at 4 weeks following myocardial infarction (MI) (Figure 1). These changes are characterised
by reduced TT regularity and density attributed to decrease in junctophilin-2 expression [44]. At 2 months
post-MI the redistribution of β2-AR was indicated by cAMP pools generated at both TT and crest regions.
Finally, 4-months post-MI the β2-AR induced cAMP response was significantly decreased in the cell. The local-
isation and regularity of RyR component of ECC does not appear to change in HF [45]. The LTCC relocate to
an extradyadic/crest space in the HF and present an abnormally high open probability [46]. It is unclear
whether these abnormally localised LTCC are sparsely localised within crest regions or are associated with
other molecular complexes.
At end-stage HF the TAT is almost completely lost which impairs communication between LTCC and RyR.

Furthermore, sarcolemma remodelling in HF is also associated with Ca2+ cycling alternations, triggering
arrhythmogenic events [47]. In healthy cells targeted inhibition of caveolae localised LTCCs has no overall
effect on cell contractility [48]. However, in atrial cells Ca2+ current generated by the activity of LTCC within
caveolar regions was recently proposed to contribute to pathological hypertrophy [49]. This represents the
pathological decompartmentation of signalling molecules. A study of the functional implications of β-AR spatial
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localisation indicated that in healthy murine ventricular cardiomyocytes, β1-ARs are distributed across sarco-
lemma and generate far-reaching cAMP signals upon activation. The β2-AR-mediated cAMP pools are
restricted to TT and produced locally confined signals. In HF the compartmentation of β2-AR-cAMP pool is
lost, which is characterised by the diffusion of a secondary messenger and attributed to the redistribution of
receptors to crest regions [26].
Under pathological conditions, PDE3 is substituted by PDE2 activity [50]. This results in nanodomain

reorganisation and compromised cAMP/cGMP communication characterised by NPR-cGMP- dependent
potentiation of β-AR-induced contractility [23]. Partial mechanical unloading (PMU) via deployment of left
ventricular assisted device (LVAD) is widely implemented for HF patients [51].
Although, instinctively the opposite of the overload induced by heart failure, unloading causes effects which

are somewhat similar. Cells isolated from healthy rat hearts subjected to PMU present a similar TAT phenotype
to HF cells. This effect was attributed to TAT system dysregulation, resulting in an increased frequency and
altered morphology of Ca2+ sparks [42]. Further studies have indicated that PMU significantly reduced the
β2AR-induced cAMP response in the cytosolic, but not RII-PKA compartment [52]. TAT configuration is
therefore dynamically tuned to a changing microenvironment rather than a static property of a specific physio-
logical state.

Methods for the study of signal compartmentation
In the past two decades, the scientific community has gained a more extensive understanding of signal com-
partmentation. This has been contributed to significantly by live-cell imaging using molecular biosensors
which employ fluorescent indication and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). The concept of structural
compartmentation is an idea as old as microscopy itself. Buxton and Brunton’s seminal work from the 1980s
proposed compartmentation as an explanation for the differential effects of prostacyclin and isoprenaline on
heart tissue despite both enhancing cAMP production [53]. But direct evidence of the compartmentation and
spatial restriction of secondary messengers is perhaps only a couple of decades old. The cardiovascular system
and cardiomyocytes remain the model systems when studying this phenomenon.

Figure 2. Diagram demonstrating the variability of cardiomyocyte membrane organisation depending on localisation

within the LV (apical or basal myocardial regions).

Within the basal region, LV cardiomyocytes present a highly organised structure, which is associated with restricted cAMP

diffusion, while within the apex cardiomyocytes cAMP produced upon β2AR activation is more far-reaching. In apical

cardiomyocytes β2AR can enhance cellular contractility but in basal cells cAMP is restricted by greater compartmentation.

(Reproduced from Wright et al. [41]).
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Imaging Ca2+ compartmentation
The first generation of fluorescent Ca2+ sensors were developed by Roger Tsien’s research team. Amongst those
the Fura2 and later Fluo-2, which are still widely used. Upon Ca2+ binding the florescence intensity of these
molecules is increased 30-fold [54,55]. The same group has generated the yellow chameleon sensor based on a
variant of green fluorescent protein (GFP) and calmodulin [56]. These reporters are not spatially localised, but
when combined with confocal microscopy Ca2+ sparks and the spatiotemporal propagation of Ca2+ wave can
be studied. An early study showed that in healthy rat ventricular myocytes, the Ca2+ transient is spatially syn-
chronous along the transverse axis, indicating synchronous Ca2+ release at cell periphery and centre. The de-
tubulation of cardiomyocytes via osmotic shock changed the morphology of the Ca2+ transient and during cell
stimulation with caffeine, Ca2+ waves did not propagate to the cell centre [4]. These waves were later classified
as V- or U-shaped and represent the activity of separate membrane associated signal compartments. The com-
bination of super-resolution scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) and patch-clamp permits the reso-
lution of tubular regions and the specific analysis of calcium channel activity within these regions. This
technique has been termed super-resolution scanning patch clamp [27,46].

FRET reporters
FRET is a phenomenon, in which energy is transferred non-radiatively from a high energy donor moiety to a
lower energy acceptor causing it to fluoresce. It is possible to create molecular biosensors which utilise this
effect and to genetically encode them. The most widely utilised FRET-pair are cyan and yellow fluorescent
protein (CFP/YFP). Sensors are constructed by sandwiching a binding region of interest between the FRET
pair. When the molecule of interest binds the sensor molecule a conformational change is produced. FRET is
contingent upon the proximity of the FRET acceptor/donor pair it is exquisitely sensitive to conformational
shifts. As a result, a sensor can be produced in which a binding event shifts the CFP/YFP pair away from each
other to reduce FRET or shift them together to produce it [57]. In this way, the shift in FRET can be utilised
as a semi-quantitative method to measure signalling events. The final feature of these sensors is that molecular
localisation signals can be added to the sensor to provide readouts of signalling events in specific cellular sub-
domains as we will discuss. The first FRET reporter capable of monitoring cAMP fluctuations consisted of
rhodamine and fluorescein bound to regulatory and catalytic sub-units of PKA [58]. A decade later novel
FRET based sensors were generated which used GFP mutants and blue GFP variant fused to catalytic and type
II regulatory (RII) sub-units of PKA, respectively, [59] targeting them to cellular sub-domains incorporating
type 1/2 regulatory (RI/RII). These sensors indicated the differential targeting of cAMP signals induced by iso-
prenaline of prostacyclin within cardiomyocytes [60]. Zaccolo’s research group later generated cAMP Universal
Tag for imaging experiments (CUTie) reporters. These sensors were created to provide FRET readouts in differ-
ent cellular microdomains using the smallest possible cyclic nucleotide binding sub-domain (CNBD) of RII
PKA linked with a targeting sequence [2]. This prevents discrepancies introduced by the steric effects caused
by the interaction of large CNBDs and targeting domains. Another family of FRET reporters is based upon the
CNBD of Epac molecules [13,61,62]. Transgenic mouse models have generated, with near ubiquitous expression
of a cytosolic cAMP and cGMP sensor [63,64]. Nikolaev’s research group have generated plasma membrane
bound Epac (pmEpac2) and phospholamban targeted Epac (Epac- PLN) sensors. More recently a novel
Epac1-camps based reporter linked to PLM (PLM-Epac1) localised to the vicinity of NKA channels investigated
cAMP dynamics was developed [50] to study cAMP compartmentalisation within the vicinity of a specific ion
channel. The results of this study indicated that within healthy ventricular cardiomyocytes, cAMP pools gener-
ated within this domain are tightly regulated by PDE3 activity. Sensors based on A-kinase anchoring region
(AKAR) have been produced to measure PKA activity [65,66]. These sensors showed that β1-AR, but not
β2-AR induces nuclear response in rat cardiomyocytes. It appears that the activity of PDE4 anchored to the
nuclear membrane by mAKAPβ prevents activation of nuclear PKA by β2-AR-cAMP [66].

SICM/FRET
SICM overcomes the resolution limit of conventional light microscopy and provides 3D topographical images
of cell membranes. A glass pipette with an electrode inside is moved toward the surface of interest. If the
pipette encounters a structure the conductance within the circuit will drop. The pipette is moved in the xy dir-
ection across the sample of interest to build up a conductance map of the surface which can generally be con-
sidered as a representation of topography. In a modification of this method, the z-resolution of the technique
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can be enhanced by hopping the probe along the surface at predefined intervals. The inner diameter of the
scanning glass probe determines the resolution of SICM, which can currently achieve a lateral resolution of
∼10 nm [67]. The SICM image is built up without interaction between the probe and the sample meaning that
it is both non-destructive and non-contact. Furthermore SICM also permits localised molecule delivery
through the nanopipette by application of pressure to push a hydrojet from the pipette, or via modulation of
the current to produce electrophoresis [68–71]. The combination of SICM and FRET microscopy has given
researchers an invaluable understanding of β-AR subtype distribution within cellular domains in health and
disease [26]. SICM/FRET permits the evaluation of molecular events within the FRET functionalised cell in
response to the stimulation of highly localised membrane regions such as the t-tubules of cardiomyocytes.

Conclusion
Signal compartmentation is essential for the control of cardiac activity and we have only just begun to uncover
the underlying mechanisms of these processes. This is also true of the changes induced in pathological condi-
tions, such as hypertrophy and HF. Restoration of normal signal compartmentation is essential for the mitiga-
tion of disease and the regeneration of cardiac function. We speculate that therapeutics which attempt to
remedy the loss of calcium and cAMP will be crucial to the fight against heart disease. This review provides a
brief summary of this area of study and techniques that are currently available for the study of signal
compartmentation.

Perspectives
• The compartmentation of calcium and cAMP is crucial to the normal function of the cardio-

myocyte as they allow the cell to respond to external stimuli with specificity.

• The loss of signal compartmentation is a consistent component of different forms of heart
failure. The degree of organisation of signalling domains within the cardiomyocytes is
extremely subtle and probably occurs on the order of nanometres. Fluorescent and
FRET-based sensors and probe microscopy are beginning to dissect these mechanisms.

• Therapeutics which can restore normal signal compartmentation are necessary to combat the
burden of heart failure on a global scale.
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